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This invention relates to a method and ap 
paratus for multi-stage ñotation. 
In the ñotation of certain ores, it has been 

found that the pulp must be passed through a 
5 considerable number of cells in order to insure 
maximum recovery of concentrates; also that a 
certain velocity and circulation must be main 
tained to insure ilotability of the bulk of the con 
centrates and to prevent sanding of the cells. 

0 This velocity and circulation or ilow carries or 
holds a certain proportion of the concentrates, 
such as the very ñne particles, attached to bubbles 
too small to rise through the iiow, and it also 
carries coarse, flaky, or scaly particles having 

15 meesurame length and width but nale thickness, 
. » .or in other words whose large surface area al- 

lows the iiow to carry them along in preference 
to the buoyancy of the attached bubbles. I have 
discovered that the number of cells usually em 

2 ployed to insure maximum recovery, due to the 
conditions above mentioned, may be materially 
reduced and that a greater quantity and higher 
grade of concentrates may be removed in less 
time, if the velocity through the cells is changed 

25 from a zone of comparatively high velocity and 
circulation to a zone of low velocity and little or 
no circulation, and further, that concentrates of 
different ñotability are recoverable in the differ 
ent zones. 

30- The form of apparatus whereby the pulp may 
be treated in the manner above described is 
shown by way of illustration of the accompanying 
drawings, in which 

Fig. 1 is a central vertical section showingtwo 
35 cells in which a comparatively high pulp velocity 

and circulation is maintained, and an interme 
diate chamber in which a low pulp velocity and 
little or no circulation is maintained; 

Fig. 2 is a similar section showing a modiñed 
'40 form of apparatus; 

Fig. 3 is across section taken on line III-III 
of Fig. 1; and 

Fig. 4 is a cross section taken on line IV--IV of 
Fig. 2. I » " 

‘5 Referring to the drawingsh in detail, and par 
ticularly to Fig. 1, A indicates a vertically dis 
posed tank or container which may be round, 
square, rectangular or otherwise shaped, in cross 
section. The pulp to be treated is introduced 
through the usual feed box 2, and enters the con 
tainer or tank near the bottom, as shown at 3, a 
diversion plate 4 being disposed above the inlet 
to deilect there-circulated pulp away therefrom. 
The outlet for the pulp is indicated at 6, and 
connects with a tank 1 having a chamber formed 

therein in which a zone of low pulp velocity and 
little or no circulation is maintained, as will 
hereinafter bev described. This tank is provided 
with an outlet 8 which connects with a tank or 
cell of the same construction as. that indicated 5 
at A. Any number of tanks or cells, together with 
intermediate tanks or chambers ‘I may be em 
ployed, and the last tank or cell will be provided 
with a pulp-level control mechanism, automatic 
or otherwise, of suitable character. 10 
Disposed above the tank or container indicated 

at A is an overhead frame 9, and journaled there 
in is a shaft I0 which may be driven from any 
suitable source of power. Secured on the lower « 
end of the shaft is an impeller II which is. dis- 15 
posed on the upper end of an intake tube I2. 'I‘his 
tube tapers from end to'end as shown, and ex 
tends substantially from the bottom of the tank 
to the impeller. While a tapering tube is shown, 
and is particularly desirable, a tube of uniform 20 
diameter may be used. It is. the length of the 
tube and not the shape that is important. The 
upper end of the tube is provided with a flaring 
deñector housing I3 which is provided with ra 
dial guide 'vanes I4. The deñector I3 and the 2: 
tube I2 may be supported in any suitable man-> 
ner, such as side tank Walls, but in this instance 
are suspended from the overhead frame by rods 
I5, said rods also supporting a perforated dif 
fusion plate I6 which in turn supports an up- 30 
wardly-iiaring deilectìng cone Il in which is 
formed a pluralijj,7 of radially-disposed slots I8. 
In the operation of the apparatus, continuous 

circulation of the pulp is maintained by the im 
peller II. Said impeller and the tube I2 sepa- 35 
rate or divert the pulp body into 'two columns, 
one being a continuous rising central column 
passing through the tube and the impeller, and 
the second being a column descending exterior 
of the tube and which is deñected by a frusto- 40 
conically shaped bottom back into the tube for 
re-circulation. The primary purpose of the 
frusta-conically shaped bottom indicated at I9. 
is to direct the pulp with uniform velocity from 
all directions radially into the lower end of the 45 
tube, regardless of the distance between the tube 
and the cone, and secondly to provide an area of 
suiliciently high velocity to prevent settling of 
the pulp on the bottom of the tank, or what is 
commonly referred to as-“sanding”. In all in- 50 
stances the tube will extend at least a foot be 
low the impeller, and will increase in length as 
the depth of the tank increases. The deßector 
I3 )causes diiîusion and expansion of the im 
peller discharge. The cone I1 causes greater de- 55 
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2 
flection and diffusion and at the same time,~ due 
to the slots provided, insures uniform distribution 
of the entire rising column beneath the froth sur 
face. 'I'hus it diverts the pulp from the points 
of overdischarge to the points of underdischarge, 
in one case feeding a conical discharge evenly 
into a square tank, and it accomplishes this at 
a comparatively shallow depth. 'I‘he perforated 
plate I6 causes further distribution and diffusion 
of the pulp at a shallower depth, and smooths 
out and extends the action of the deflector cone. 
With a cavitation impeller the greater the sub 
mergence of the impeller, the greater the speed 
necessary to introduce and diffuse a given volume 
of free air, and the greater the speed, the greater 
the power; hence shallow depths are desirable for 
>minimum power. 

The air introduced to the pulp- is supplied by 
the shaft l0. This is a tubular shaft and a valve 
disposed at the upper end controls the amount of 
air that enters. The impeller Il is of the cavita 
tion type, and draws air from the shaft through 
an opening formed in the hub and shaft into cav 
itation pockets formed at the trailing edges of 
the impeller blades. The air thus introduced is 
uniformly and thoroughly diffused into the mass 
of pulp by the revolving blades of the impeller. 
The pulp discharging from the impeller and de 
ilected and uniformly diffused by the various ele 
ments disposed above the same, forms a rising 
column of pulp and air in which the air is uni 
formly distributed and diffused. Thisair in the 
form of uniformly diffused bubbles is known as 
the supporting bubble column, and from its bub 
bles are liberated at the pulp surface as froth 
and, together with the flotation agents employed, 
forms the froth or foam which collects and sep 
arates the concentrates. 
In actual practice, it has been found that the 

pulp must be passed through a considerable num 
ber of cells in order to insure maximum recovery 
of concentrates, and also that a certain velocity 
and circulation must be maintained to insure 
flotability of the bulk of the concentrates and to 
prevent sanding at the bottom of the cells. As 
previously stated, this velocity or flow carries or 
traps and holds a certain proportion of the con 
centrates, such as the very fine particles attached 
to bubbles too small to rise through the flow, and 
it also carries coarser flaky or sealy particles 
Whose surface area. allows the flow to`carry them 
along in preference to the buoyancy of the at 
tached bubbles. It is due to this condition that 
a considerable number of cells are required if 
maximum recovery of concentrates is to be in 
sured. I have discovered that these finer and 
flaky particles may be quickly and readily recov 
ered without resorting to a great number of cells, 
by simply removing them from the zone of high 
velocity and circulation maintained in the cells 
to a zone of low velocity and little or no circula 
tion, that is, a velocity and circulation sufficiently 
10W to permit the buoyancy of the attached bub 
bles to carry the particles, whether fine or flaky, 
to the surface. In the present instance, I accom 
plish this by forming an outlet 6 which conducts 
the ñow from the tank A into the tank 1, and 
from there through the opening 8 into the next 
cell. `By so doing, I reduce the velocity and circu 
lation to such an extent that the bubbles attached 
to thenñne and flaky particles are given an op 
portunity to rise and collect on the surface Where 
they may be removed by discharging over an 
overflow lip or by mechanical skimmers or the 
like, not here shown. Thus the pulp is passed 
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through two zones, one of comparatively high y 
velocity and circulation in the tank A, and one 
of comparatively low velocity and little or no 
circulation in the tank 1. An additional cell such 
as indicated at B, which is identical to the tank 
A, may be employed, and an additional tank 1 
which is not here shown, or the tank B may be 
provided with a pulp-level control mechanism, 
automatic or otherwise, from which the pulp is 
discharged into a tailing launder. The tank 'I 
will in all instances be provided with a bottom 
section 'la sufficiently steep to prevent the segre 
gation and retention of the heavier particles in 
the pulp, the angle being preferably steeper than 
the angle of repose of any such particles. 
The type of cells at A and B in the present 

drawings form the subject matter of another ap 
plication filed by me, entitled “Method and appa 
ratus for diffusion control”, filed February 1, 1937, 
Serial No. 123,454. Forv this reason a brief de 
scription of the cells is submitted, as the particu 
lar type of cell employed is not the important 
factor. In Fig. l, the type of cells employed are 
of the deep type, usually from six to eight feet 
or more indepth. In Fig. 2 a shallow type of 
cell is shown, as indicated at C and D. These 
cells are provided with the usual inlet feed boxes, 
such as shown at 30 and 3|, and they are pro 
vided with the same type of circulating and dif 
fusing mechanism as that shown in Fig. 1, the 
only difference being that as the cells are shallow, 
the long tube I2 is eliminated. In Fig. 2, the 
pulp to be treated enters at 30. It settles towards 
the bottom of the cell and is picked up by the 
suction of the impeller and then projected up 
wardly and as it is directed upwardly it is de 
flected, distributed and diffused by the same type 
of mechanism as shown in Fig. 1. A compara 
tively high velocity and circulation is also there 
maintained. The cell C is provided with an outlet 
32 which delivers all the pulp into a tank 33. 
This is provided with an outlet 34 which delivers 
all the pulp to a tank 35, in which is formed a 
suitable combination of air lift 36 and gravity dis 
charge which delivers the pulp to the feed box 
3l of the cell D. After passage through this cell, 
which is identical to the cell C, it may pass into 
another tank similar to that shown at 33, or it 
may be finally discharged -to a tailing launder by 
a suitable form of pulp-level control mechanism, 
automatic or otherwise, not here disclosed. 
Due to the comparatively shallow type of cells 

C and D employed in the structure shown in Fig. 
2, an air lift 36 to lift heavy particles together 
with gravity flow must be employed to elevate the 
pulp and all its quick settling particles from the 
tank or zone 33 of low velocity and circulation to 
the adjoining celL', in other Words, the type of 
structure shown in Fig. 2 is merely submitted to 
show that the invention is not limited to an ar 
rangement of cells where gravity flow is main 
tained through the series of cells, as shown in 
Fig. .1, but may also be beneficially employed 
Where pulp-_elevating means is required between 
the cells. 'I’he impoftant‘feature is that the pulp 
is necessarily p_assed through zones of high and 
of low velocity and circulation, to permit concen 
trates of different flotability to rise and collect on 
the upper surfaces maintained over the different 
zones. By this method a greater quantity and 
higher grade of concentrates is recoverable in 
less time, the number of cells usually required is 
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materially reduced, and first cost and power con'- l 
sumption are materially reduced. V It will be 
understood that each of the cells shown, whether 
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ofthe deep-or shallow type, will be provided with 
adjustable froth-discharging lips, and similarly 
the tanks 'I and 33, and that adjustable flow-con 

` trolling and -distributing gates will ‘be disposed 
Gl 
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between the cells and tanks in which low pulp 
velocity and low circulation are maintained, a 
suitable form of Agate for use in the structure 
shown in Fig. l being indicated at 40 (see also 
Fig. 3) and a suitable gate for the structure shown 
in Fig. 2 being indicated at 40 (see also Fig. 4). 
A frothdischarger or crowder 45 of the type 

disclosed in my co-pending application ̀ already 
referred to is mounted in the cells A and B (see 
Fig. 1) and a similar froth discharger 46 is 
mounted in the intermediate tank ̀ ‘L In cell A 
the pulp is maintained at s_uch high Velocity that 
it is maintained in a substantially unsegregated 
condition and as such passes through the open 
ing E into tank 1. To insure proper d’version of 
the unsegregated pulp through the opening 6 a 
diversion plate 41 is employed. This is pivotally 
secured as at 48 at a point intermediate the upper 
and lower edges of the opening and the other end 
of the plate is connected with an adjustable rod 
„49 whereby the angular position of the plate may 
be changed to insure proper diversion of the un 
segregated pulp. ' À 

Location of the diversion plate on the inlet to 
the „tank is determined and varied by the grinding 
and density of the pulp and will be intermediate 
the top and bottom of the opening and is so sh'own 
and described, and will be determined by the m’ll v 
operating conditions. 
While certain other features of the invention 

also have been more or less specifically described 
and illustrated, I wish it understood that changes 
may be resorted to within the scope of the‘ap 
pended claims. and similarly that the materials 
and finish of the several parts employed may be 
such as the judgment of the manufacturer dic 
tates, or varying conditions and uses require. 
Having thus described and illustratedmy in 

vention. what I claim and desire to secure by Let 
. ters Patent is: 

60 
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`1. The combination with a notation concentra 
tion' tank having a pulp inlet and a discharge 
opening and in which the pulp issubjected to 
such high mechanical agitation velocity that 
there is a tendency for the less ñotable concen 
trates to be entraîned and carried out by the d’s 
charging pulp. of a tank with a greater depth 
than the agitation tank to receive said discharg 
ing pulp, said tank slowing the velocity and cir 
culation of the pulp to a point where the less flot 
able fully-conditioned concentrates are _given a 
chance to rise to a froth-collecting >surface and 
be recovered, a vertically disposed discharge duct 
extending from the bottom of said tank to theI 
feed inlet'of an adjacent flotation concentration 
tank through which the major portion of th'e 
pulp flows by gravity. and an air lift within said 
duct for elevating quick-settling part-'cles that`l 
will not flow_with thewpulp. - 

2. In flotation' concentration a method of mul 
ti-stage removal of concentrates from a pulp 
which consists in impregnating the pulp with gas 
bubbles and'at the same time mechanically im 
parting high velocity circulation to the pulp in a 
first chamber, to cause concentrates to rise to the 
surface of the pulp in the'said ñrst chamber and 
recovering the same as a ñrst concentrate, and 
feeding a selected portion of the recirculating 
pulp from the first chamber into a second sep 
arate communicating chamber and controlling 

3 
the flow into and in the second chamber to create 
a quiescent zone without further gas impregna 
tion or recirculation producing a float and recov 
ering a secondaconcentrate. 

3. In flotation concentration a method of mul 
ti-stage removal of concentrates from a pulp 
which consists in impregnating the pulp with gas 
bubbles and at the same time mechanically im 
parting high velocity circulation to the pulp in a 
first chamber creat’ng a strong supporting bubble 
column, to cause concentrates to rise to the sur- ' 
face of the pulp in the said ñrst chamber and 
recovering the same as a first concentrate, feed 
ing a selected portion of the recirculating pulp 
from the ñrst chamber into a second separate 
communicating chamber, controlling the flow 
into the second chamber, and producing a suili 
ciently lowered pulp velocity and lowered pulp 
density in the upper portion of the second cham 
ber to create a quiescent zone Without further gas 
impregnation or recirculation to cause concen 
trates Which are fully conditioned and attached 
to fine bubbles to rise thru the quiescent zone to 
the surface of the liquid within the second 
chamber producing a second concentrate. 

4. In flotation concentration a method of multi 
stage removal of concentrates from a pulp which 
consists in impregnating the pulp with gas 
bubbles and at the same time mechanically im 
parting high velocity circulation to the pulp in a "30 
first chamber creating a strong supporting bubble 
column, to cause concentrates to rise to the sur- ` 
face of the pulp in the said ñrst chamber and 
recovering the same as a first concentrate, feed 
ing a selected portion of the recirculating pulp 
from the first chamber into a second separate 
communicating chamber, controlling the flow into 
the second chamber and producing a sumciently 
lowered pulp velocity and lowered pulp density in 
the upper portion of the second chamber to create 
a quiescent zone without further gas impregna 
tion or recirculation tocause concentrates which 
are fully conditioned and attached to ñne bubbles 
to rise thru the quiescent zone to the surface of 
the liquid Within the second chamber producing  ‘ 
a second concentrate, and varying theiroth area 
and the strength of the supporting bubble column 
in the second chamber to control the recovery of 
the second concentrate. 

5. In flotation concentration a method of ^ 
multi-stage removal of concentrates from a‘pulp 
which consists in impregnating the pulp with gas 
bubbles and at the same time mechanically im 
parting high velocity circulation to the pulp in a 
»first chamber, to cause concentrates to rise to the f 
surface of the pulp in the said first chamber and 
recovering the same as a ñrst concentrate. feed 
ing a selected portion of the recirculating pulp 
from the first chamber into a second separate 
communicating chamber, controlling the flow in 
to and in the second chamber and producing in 
the second chamber a quiescent zone. free from 
recirculation to cause quick settling solids to ‘set 
tle to the bottom of the second chamber and 
thereby'lower the density of the liquid within the 
upper portion of the second chamber causing fully 
conditioned concentrates attached to fine bubbles 
to rise thru the quiescent zone to the surface of 
the liquid within the second chamber for recovery 
as a second concentrate. `> « 

. 6. In flotation concentration a method of 
multi-stage removal of concentrates from a pulp 
which consists in impregnating the pulp with gas 
bubbles and at the same time mechanically im 
parting high velocity circulation to the pulp Vina 
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4 
ñrst chamber, to cause concentrates to rise to the 
surface of the pulp in the said first chamber and 
recovering the same as a ñrst concentrate, feed 
ing a selected portion of the recirculating pulp 
from the first chamber into a second separate 
communicating chamber, controlling the flow into 
and in the second chamber and producing in the 
second chamber a quiescent zone free from re 
circulation to cause quick settling solids to settle 
to the bottom of the second chamber and thereby 
lower the density of the liquid within the upper 
portion of the second chamber causing fully con 
ditioned concentrates attached to fine bubbles 
to rise thru the quiescent zone to the surface of 
the liquid within the second chamber for recovery 
as a second concentrate and causing the quick 
settling solids to pass continuously by gravity to 
a point of discharge at the lower portion of the 
second tank. 

7. In flotation concentration a method of multi 
stage removal of concentrates from a pulp which 
consists in impregnating the pulp with gas 
bubbles and at the same time mechanically ím 
parting high velocity circulation to the pulp in a 
first chamber, to cause concentrates to rise to the 
surface of the pulp in the said ñrst chamber and 
recovering the same as a first concentrate, ñow 
ing the pulp into a second chamber, conñning the 
pricipal pulp flow to a path through and across 
said second chamber and producing in the second 
chamber a quiescent zone free from recirculation 
adjacent said path, producing a second concen 
trate in said second chamber. 

8. A method of concentrating ore pulps by flo 
tation concentration which comprises flowing the 
pulp to be treated in a body, maintaining the pulp 
in continuous circulation upwardly in a column' of 
small cross sectional area of the body and down 
wardly in a column of large area, introducing 
and uniformly diñ’using a gas with the upwardly 
circulating column of the pulp at a point below 
but adjacent the upper surface of the pulp, to 
produce a primary mineral-gathering froth, said 
body having its major portion extending below 
the point of gas introduction, and said downward 
ly circulating portion of the body presenting a 
cross-sectional area below the point of gas in 
troduction so large, in proportion to the cross 
sectlonal area of the column of vertically circu 
lating pulp, that the velocity of the ascending . 
column will be high and will pick up and recircu- l 
late all pulp reaching the bottom of the body, and 
the velocity of the descending column will bel 
sufliciently low to permit small froth-forming gas 
bubbles held in the downwardly flowing columnA 
to assert their buoyancy andv to gather and Vcom 
bine into large enough bubbles to rise through the 
downwardly flowing column and gatherwith the 
primary frothf; increasing the vvelocity of , the 
downwardly flowing column at the bottomv of the> 
body to direct all settling pulp to the ascending 
column to be recirculated, continuously directing 
incoming pulp to a point adjacent the lower end 
of the high Ivelocity ascending` column and contin 
uously'discharging unsegregated; pulp _at a point 
higher than the pointk of delivery of theincoming 
pulp to the recirculating body ofpulp and thereby 
eliminating vcoarse particle accumulation in the 
body, and recovering the combined froth. „ 

>9. A method of, concentrating ore pulps by ' 
notation concentration Iwhich comprises flowing' 
the pulp to "be, treated` in' aA body maintainingA 
the p_ulp in continuousfcirculation upwardly in'. 
a column of` small cross-sectional area Aof the __ 
body and downwardly in a column of large area, 
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introducing and uniformly diffusing a gas with 
the upwardly circulating column of the pulp at 
a point below but adjacent the upper surface of 
the pulp, to produce a primary mineral-gathering 
froth, said body having its major portion extend 
ing below the point of gas introduction, and said 
downwardly circulating portion of the body pre 
senting a cross-sectional area below the point of 
gas introduction so large, in proportion to the 
cross-sectional area of the column of vertically 
circulating pulp, that the velocity of the ascend 
ing column will be high and will pick up and re 
circulate all pulp reaching the bottom of the body, 
and the yvelocity of the descending column will be 
sulliciently low to permit small froth-forming gas 
bubbles held in the downwardly flowing column 
to assert their buoyancy and to gather and com 
bine into large enough bubbles to rise through the 
downwardly flowing column and gather with the 
primary froth; increasing the velocity of the 
downwardly flowing column at the bottom of the 
body to direct all settling pulp to the ascending 
column to be recirculated, continuously _directing 
incoming pulp to a point adjacent the lower end 
of the high velocity ascending column and recov 
ering the combined froth and continuously dis 
charging unsegregated pulp at a point higher 
than the point of delivery of the incoming pulp vto 
the riecirculating body of pulp into a second body 
and thereby eliminating coarse particle accumu 
lation in the ñrst body, controlling the flowrof 
said'discharged pulp to form a quiescent zone in 
said second body, the point of entry of the pulp 
being adjacent but below the quiescent zone’s pulp 
surface, said quiescent zone producing a float, 
and recovering a second concentrate, and dis 
charging the pulp from'the quiescent zone at a 
point substantially below the point of entry of 
said unsegregated pulp to the quiescent zone. 

10. A method‘of concentrating ore pulps by 
flotation concentration which comprises flowing 
the pulp to be treated in a body maintaining the 
pulp in continuous circulation upwardly in a col 
umn of small cross-sectional area of the body and 
downwardly in al column of large area, introduc 
ing and uniformly diffusing a gas with the up 
wardly circulating column of the pulp at a point 
below but adjacent the upper surface of the' pulp, 
to produce a primary mineral-gathering froth, 

` said body having its major portion extending be 
low the point of gasintroducti‘on, and said down 
wardly circulating portion of the body present 
ing a cross-sectional area below the point of gas 
introduction so large, in proportion to the cross 
lsectional area of the column of vertically circu 
lating pulp, that the velocity of the ascending col 
umn will be high and will pick up and'recirculate 

velocity of 4the descending-column will be suñ'i 
vciently low to permit small froth-forming gas 
bubbles held in the downwardly flowing column to 
assert _their buoyancy and to gather and combine 

" into large enough bubbles to,rise through the 
downwardly flowing column and gather with the` 
primary froth; increasing the velocity- of the 
downwardly flowing column at the bottom of the 
body to direct all 'settling pulp to the ascending 
column _to berecirculated, continuously directing 
incoming pulpv toa lpoint adjacent the lower 
:end ofthe high .velocity ascending column and 
,recovering the. combined froth continuously dis 
charging unsegregate‘d pulp` lat a point higher 

body and thereby eliminating coarse particle ac 
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than the point of delivery of the incoming pulp f 
Íto theA reclrculatingbody-,of pulp into a second  
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cumulation in the body, controlling the flow of 
said discharged pulp to form a quiescent zone in 
said second body, the point of entry of the pulp 
being adjacent but below the quiescent zone’s 
pulp surface, said quiescent zone producing a float 

. and recovering of a second concentrate, and dis 
charging the pulp from the quiescent zone at a 
point substantially below the point of entry of 
said unsegregated pulp to the quiescent gone and 
at substantially the height of the point of entry 
of pulp to the recirculating body. 
_ 11. A flotation concentration apparatus includ 
ing two separate communicating compartments 
provided with froth weirs, means for flowing the 
pulp to be treated into the first compartment, 
means in said ñrst compartment for subjecting 
the pulp to high velocity circulation and at the 
Sametime introducing and diffusing air through 
out the pulp to float over the froth Weir of the first 
compartment concentrates which require a strong 
supporting bubble column, and means for feeding 
a selected portion of the circulating pulp from the 
first compartment to the second separate com 
municating compartment and for controlling the 
flow into and in the second compartment to 
create a quiescent zone above the feed in said 
second compartment for floating a second'con 
centrate over the froth Weir of the second-com- ‘ 
partment without the further agitation or aera 
tion of the pulp. - . ` 

12. A flotation concentration apparatus includ 
ing two` separate communicating compartments 
provided with froth weirs, means for flowing the 
pulp to be treated into the> first compartment, 
means in said first compartment for subjecting 
the pulp to high velocity circulation and at the 
same time introducing and diffusing air through 
out the pulp to float over the froth weir of the 
first compartment concentrates which require a 
strong supporting bubble column„ and means for 
feeding a selected portion of the recirculating 
pulp from Athe f'lrst compartment to the second 
separate communicating ` compartment, and 
means for reducing the velocity of the flow in and 
through the second compartment, producing a 
second concentrate. . 

13. A flotation concentration apparatus includ 
ing two separate communicating compartments 
provided with froth weirs, means for flowing the 
pulp to be treated into the first compartment, 
means in said first compartment for subjecting 
the pulp to high velocity circulation and at the 
same time introducing and diffusing air through 
out the pulp to float' over the froth Weirv of the 
first compartment concentrates which require a 
strong supporting bubble column, and means for 
feeding a selected portion of the recirculating 
pulp from the first compartment to the second 
separate communicating compartment and for 
controlling the flow into and in the second com- ; 
partment to create a quiescent zone free from re 
circulation to cause concentrates attached to fine 
bubbles and having a low buoyancy to rise to 
the surface of the vpulp in the second compart 
ment without opposing downward-flow4 in they 
upper portion of the second compartment. 

14. A flotation concentration apparatus includ 
ing two separate communicating compartments 
provided with froth weirs, means for flowing the 
pulp to be treated into the first compartment, 
means in said first compartment for subjecting the 
pulp to high velocity circulation and at the same 
time introducing and diffusing air throughout the 
pulp to float over the froth Weir of the first com 
partment concentrates which require a strong 
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supporting bubble column, and means for feeding 
a, selected portion of the recirculating pulp from 
the first compartment to the second separate 
communicating compartment and for controlling 
the flow into and in the second compartment to 
create a quiescent zone and means for lowering 
the pulp density in the upper portion of the sec 
ond compartment sufficiently to cause concen 
trates attached to fine bubbles and having a low 
buoyancy to rise to the surface of the pulpin 
said second compartment and discharge over the 
Weir of the second compartment. 

15. A flotation concentration apparatus includ 
ing two separate communicating compartments 
provided with froth weirs, means for flowing the 
pulp to be treated into the first compartment, 
means in said first compartment for subjecting 
the pulp to_ high velocity circulation and at the 
same time introducing and diffusing air through 
out the pulp to float over the froth weir of the 
first compartment concentrates which require a 
strong supporting bubble column, and means for 
feeding a selected portion of the recirculating 
pulp from the ñrst compartment to the second 
separate communicating compartment and for 

' controlling the flow into and in the second com 
partment to create a quiescent zone free from 
recirculation and for causing quick settling solids 
to settlev out of the upper portion of the second 

’ compartment into the lower portion of the same 
to lower the pulp density in the upper portion of 
the second compartment. » 

1_6. A flotation concentration apparatus includ 
ing two separate communicating compartments 
provided with _froth weirs, means for flowing 
the pulp to be treated into the first compartment, 
means in said first compartment for subjecting 
the pulp to high velocity circulation and at the 
same time introducing and diffusing air through 
out the pulp to float over the froth Weir of the 
ñrst compartment concentrates which require 
a strong supporting bubble column, means for 
feeding a selected portion of the recirculating 
pulp fromthe first compartment to the second 
separate communicating compartment and for 
controlling the now into and in the second com 
partment to create a quiescent zone for ñoatlng 
a second concentrate over the froth Weir, of the 
second compartment without the further agita 
tion or aeration of the pulp, and means for vary 
ing the froth area and the strength of the sup 
porting bubble column in the secondcompart 
ment for controlling the second concentrate dis 
charge. , 

17. A` flotation concentration apparatus in 
cluding two separate communicating compart 
ments provided with froth weirs, means for flow 
ing the pulp to be treated into the first compart 
ment,`means in said first compartment for sub 
jecting the pulp to high velocity circulation and 
at the same time introducing and diffusing 
a'ir throughout the pulp'to float over the froth 
weir of the ñrst compartment concentrates which 
require a strong supporting bubble column, 
means for feeding a selected portion of the re 
circulating pulp from the first compartment to 
the second separate Vcommunicating compart 
ment and for controlling the flow into and in the 
second compartment to ycreate a quiescent zone 
for floating a second concentrate over the froth 
weir of the second compartment Without the 
further agitation or aeration of the pulp, and 
means for varying the froth area and the strength 
of the supporting bubble column in the second 
compartment to control the discharge of the sec 
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6 
ond concentrate comprising a centrally disposed 
member having an expanded top and a contract 
ed bottom with inclined sides, and means for 
vertically adjusting said member. 

18. A flotation concentration apparatus includ 
ing two separate communicating compartments 
provided with froth weirs, means for flowing the 
pulp to be treated into the first compartment, 
means in said first compartment for subjecting 
the pulp to high velocity circulation and at the 
same time introducing and diffusing air through 
out the pulp to float over the froth Weir of the 
first compartment concentrates which require a 
strong supporting bubble column, and means for 
feeding a selected portion of the recirculating 
pulp from the ñrst compartment to the second 
separate communicating compartment and for 
controlling the flow into and in the second com 
partment to create a quiescent zone for floating 
a second concentrate over the froth weir of the 
second compartment without the further agita 
tion or aeration of the pulp, said second compart 
ment having an upper inlet and .a lower outlet 
and progressively increasing in depth from the 
inlet to the outlet sufiiciently to pass by gravity 
quick settling particles from the inlet to the 
outlet. 

i9. A flotation concentration apparatus in 
cluding two separate communicating compart 
ments provided with froth Weirs, means for flow 
ing the pulp to be treated into the first com 
partment, means in said first compartment for 
subjecting the pulp to high velocity circulation 
and at the same time introducing and diffusing 
air throughout the pulp to iioat over the froth 
Weir of the first compartment concentrates 
which require a strong supporting bubble col 
umn, and means for feeding a selected portion 
of the recirculating pulp from the first com 
partment to the second separate communicating 
compartment and for controlling the flow into 
and in the second compartment to create a quies 
cent zone for floating a second concentrate over 
the froth Weir of the second compartment with 
out the further agitation or aeration of the pulp, 
said means for feeding a selected portion of the 
circulating pulp from the ñrst compartment to 
the second compartment comprising a plurality 
of submerged gates extending across said feed 
ing means at the second compartment inlet for 
controlling the distribution of incoming pulp to 
different parts of said second compartment to 
produce a comparatively uniform froth. 

20. In a. flotation cell having a feed inlet ad 
jacent its bottom and a submerged discharge out 
let elevated with relation to the inlet, meansv 
within the cell for maintaining a vertical circu 
lation of substantially all the pulp with a veloc 
ity sufficient to maintain the pulp in a sub 
stantially unsegregated condition, and a sub 
.merged deñector element positioned adjacent 
the submerged discharged outlet for diverting 
unsegregated pulp through the outlet. 

2l. In a ¿dotation cell having a feed inlet ad- _ 
jacent its bottom and a submerged discharge 
outlet elevated with relation to the inlet, means 
within the cell for maintaining a vertical circu 
lation of substantially all the pulp with a ve 
locity sumcient to maintain the pulp in a sub 
stantially unsegregated condition, and submerged 
means adjacent the submerged discharge outlet 
for diverting unsegregated pulp through the out 
let, said means comprising an adjustably mount 
ed ilat diversion plate disposed on a vertical 
angle adjacent the submerged outlet. v 
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22. In an apparatus of the character described, 

having a compartment Where quick-settling par 
ticles of pulp are allowed to accumulate, means 
for discharging the bulk of the pulp by gravity 
flow through a vertical duct, and an air lift co 
operating therewith to elevate the segregated 
quicker-settling particles and some of the pulp 
from said vertical duct. 

23. The combination with a notation concen 
tration tank having pulp inlet and discharge 
openings, and in which the pulp is subjected to 
such high agitation and velocity that there is 
a tendency for the less flotable concentrates to 
be entrained and carried out by the discharg 
ing pulp after concentrates have been removed 
-from the pulp surface of the first tank, of a 
second tank to receive said discharging pulp and 
the less iìotable concentrates, a centrally dis 
posed froth crowder expanded at the top and 
contracted at the bottom, with inclined sides, 
disposed in said second tank and parallel to the 
flow of pulp through both tanks, and a concen 
trate discharge lip in the second tank, said lip 
being also parallel to the flow of pulp, and means 
for vertically adjusting the froth crowder to in 
crease or decrease the froth area and thereby 
vary the strength of the supporting bubble col 
umn, to recover a second concentrate. 

24. The combination with a flotation concen 
tration tank having pulp inlet and discharge' 
openings and in which the pulp is subjected to 
such high mechanical agitation and vertical ve 
locity that there is a tendency for the less flot 
able concentrates to be entrained and carried 
out by the discharging pulp after concentrates « 
have been removed from the pulp surface of 
the said tank, of a second tank to receive the 
bulk of said discharging pulp and less fiotable 
concentrates, said second tank slowing the ve 
locity of the pulp to a point where the less flot 
able, fully-conditioned concentrates are given 
a chance to rise to the surface of the pulp and 
be recovered, a bottom in the second tank hav 
ing a slope suflìciently steep to prevent solids 
in the pulp from accumulating thereon, a feed 
inlet formed in the tank adjacent the upper end 
of the sloping bottom section, and a discharge 
outlet adjacent the lower end of the sloping bot 
tom section, said first named tank having an 
inlet adjacent its bottom and an outlet in the 
upper portion of the tank, said outlet forming 
the feed inlet of the second tank and the dis 
charge outlet of said tank being substantially in 
the same plane as the inlet of the first tank. 

25. In a notation cell having a feed inlet ad 
jacent its bottom and a submerged discharge 
,outlet elevated with relation thereto, means 
within the cell for maintaining a vertical circu 
lation of substantially all the pulp with a ve 
locity sufficient to maintain all the pulp in a 
substantially unsegregated condition, and sub 
merged means adjacent the submerged discharge 
outlet for diverting the quick settling solids in 
the pulp through the cell faster than the slimes. 

l 26. The combination with a flotation concen 
tration tank having inlet and discharge open 
ings and in which the pulp is subjected to such 
high mechanical agitation and vertical velocity 
that there is a ,tendency for the less notable 
concentrates to be entrained' and carried out by 
the discharging pulp after the removal òf a con 
centrate from said tank, of a second tank to 
receive the bulk of said discharging pulp and 
less notable concentrates, said second tank hav 
ing a froth lip and provided with a steep in 
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clined bottom extending from the point of inlet 
of the pulp downwardly to a discharge outlet. 
to permit quick'. settling and removal of the 
coarse particles in the pulp, to lower the density 
of the pulp in the second tank above the level 
of said inlet, said second tank also lowering the 
velocity of the pulp suiîiciently to permit ñne air 
bubbles and concentrates to rise through the less 
dense portion of the pulp to the surface, adjust 

able inlet gates to control distribution for pro 
ducing an even froth, a centrally disposed froth 
crowder expanded at the top and contracted 
at the bottom, with inclined sides, for control 
ling the strength of the bubble column and forc 
ing concentrate over the froth lip of the second 
tank. 

LEWIS DRIVER DRAKE. 


